
Scientific presentations

after M. Alley – The craft of  scientific presentations



Talks that never ends 

vs. talks that we do not want to end

 For every exceptional scientific presenter ten 
weak presenters make their way to the 
podium to bore, confuse,or exasperate their 
audiences !

 Question: what is needed to become an 
excellent scientific presenter?

 Given the diversity of audiences, occasions, 
and topics, establishing a set of rules for how 
to give a strong scientific presentation is 
difficult !!!



Rule 1

 tell them what you’re going to tell them, 

 tell them, 

 and then tell them what you told them,



Scientific presentations

 are costly 

 in time to built, 

 in moneys for travel or attend

 are important

 are essential to find the latest news



Be careful

 Audiences often assign credit for the work to 

the person who makes the presentation, even 

if that person presents on behalf of a team

 The stronger the presenter is, the more the 

credit that the audience assigns to that 

presenter.

 On average, people remember only about ten 

percent of what they hear.



Why not a paper (1/2)

 a presentation offers someone on stage to 
answer questions for the audience.

 answers to questions can provide the 
audience both with more depth about an 
aspect of the topic and with additional 
information outside the topic’s original scope. 

 In a document, the author imagines the 
audience and, based on that imagination, 
presents the topics that he or she thinks that 
audience needs at the levels that the audience 
needs. 



Why not a paper (1/2)

 In a presentation, though, the audience can essentially 
revise the original presentation by requesting more depth 
or a broader scope.

 Comment: therefore post-proceedings 

 A presentation allows the speaker the opportunity to 
observe the reactions of the audience and revise the 
presentation on the spot for that audience.

 presentation offers more ways of emphasizing key points 
than a document does

 More options for delivery: pause before an important 
point, more loudly, gesturing



Other advantages

 a presentation can incorporate not only the 

still images of a document, but also the 

sequential images of a film

 the audience has witnessed the information



Disadvantages over documents

 one chance to say things correctly in a presentation

 If the presentation triggers an idea for someone in the 
audience and that someone contemplates that idea for 
a moment during the presentation, then that person 
misses what the speaker has said

 audience has no chance to look up background 
information.

 audience is captive to the pace of the speaker.

 the success of the presentation depends upon the 
delivery of the speaker
 E.g. if it is nervous

 timing: how to gather everyone at a particular time to 
attend the presentation.



Four perspectives

 Speech 

 the words

 Structure 

 organization, depth, emphasis, and transition 
between major points

 Visual aids 

 projected slides, posters, models, and writing 
boards, films and demos

 Delivery 

 interaction



Speech

 Bad habits:

 did not target the speech towards the audience (specific or 
multiple)

 failure to understand the purpose of the presentation (inform –
instruct , persuade – purchase, inspire - conference)

 pace too fast for the audience

 Avoid dry manner: flavor the speech by

 incorporation of analogies, examples, and stories

 serve as mnemonics when the audience tries to recount the 
presentation

 achieving a personal connection with the audience

 engage the audience

 bring in humor

 allows the audience to relax and participate.



Supporting arguments in a speech

 appeals to logic, 

 appeals to the emotion of the audience

 significantly influenced decisions: protecting 

endangered wildlife, protecting forests and rivers, 

and increasing the research funds to fight a 

disease.

 appeals to your own character

 Character includes your reputation with 

audiences.



Speaking from Points
 points that you have memorized or have placed onto slides 

or written down as notes.

 because the presenter is producing most of the words from 
within himself or herself, the audience perceives that the 
speaker owns this information, as opposed to having been 
given this information

 Adequate for:
 Conference presentation

 Presentation at business meeting

 University lecture

 Alternatives:
 Memorizing (adequate for first few words of presentation or short 

introduction of a speaker)

 Reading (Press conference, Quotation within a presentation, Complex 
wording within presentatio)

 Speaking off the cuff (Answering a question, Asking a question)



Structure

 comprises 

 the organization of the major points

 big picture, focuses on the work in the middle, and 

comes back out to the big picture in the ending. 

 the transitions between those points

 Use key transition points 

 the depth that the presenter achieves

 how much depth should the speaker go into? Depends 

on the audience

 the emphasis of details.





Designing posters – guidelines
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The Golden Rule

Human attention is the scarcest resource

-- Herbert Simon [Nobel 1972, Turing 1975]



1

idea per slide



Memory Limitations

 Short-term memory: ~ 7 simple things

 Audience may get 1 or 2 from your talk

reinforce the core message, not details

 Build a thread to help comprehension



Use Pictures as Visual Metaphors

this is one word that I am writing

This thesis presents a compilation framework for 

translating ANSI CThe first part of this 

document describes Pegasus, the 

internal representation of CASH, and a series of novel 

program transformations performed by CASH.

The most notable of these are a new optimal register-

promotion algorithm and partial redundancy elimination 

for memory accesses based on predicate manipulation.

The second part of this document evaluates the 

performance of the generated circuits using 

simulation. Using media processing benchmarks, we show 

that for the domain of embedded computation, the circuits 

generated by CASH can sustain high levels of 

instruction level parallelism, due to the effective use 

of dataflow software pipelining.

A comparison of Spatial Computation and superscalar 

processors highlights some of the weaknesses of our model 

of computation, such as the l

Low-level simulation however suggests that the energy efficiency of 

Application-Specific Hardware is three orders of 

magnitude better than superscalar processors, one order of 

magnitude better than low-power digital signal processors and 

asynchronous processors, and approaching custom hardware chips.

A picture is worth 1000 words



Introduction

 Is strategic and not technical

 Explain why the problem is important



Time

ALWAYS end on time

Even if you have to cut



Rehearse and Repeat

The talk will only get better



Questions

 Listen very carefully

 Repeat the question and 

make sure you got it right

 Answer succinctly and clearly

Most people answer different questions than asked!



Conclusions

 Are not the same as a summary

 What one should remember

 Optimize your talk for the audience

 You can always improve a talk

 Someday your career may hinge on a talk


